
 

5G (3) Chan Shun Chi 

 

My Cool Monster 

 

This is my monster, Rainbow Ashley. My 

monster is half a cat and half a rat. Rainbow 

Ashley is grey but has a pair of cat paws and cat 

whiskers. She also has a long rat tail and a tongue 

that can change colour! In short, Ashley is a tiny 

cat headed furball with a rat tail! She often gives 

me the creeps! 

Rainbow Ashley is hard to please. She eats all 

sorts of stuff but mainly black things. I 

discovered that when she ate all my black 

chessmen! I am still furious about that. 

Ashley has her own compartment! She lives in 

a huge transparent water bottle in my cupboard, 

I don’t let her out often because she will gobble 

our black sofa, crunch my new set of black 

chessmen and even try to nibble my own hair! I 

suppose I would need to wear a brown wig and 

store away my black things before letting her out. 



 

Rainbow Ashley is as loyal as a dog. She 

scares away every thief with her silly look and 

her strange tongue. What a cool monster! 

Oh, Rainbow Ashley, you greedy little monster. 

You are scary but harmless, silly but loyal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

5G (6) Chow Lai Hei 

 

An Exciting Adventure 

 

Today I got lost when I went to a mysterious 

island. I went through the Rainforest, the Crocs 

Pond and the War Volcanoes. Finally I arrived at 

The Sea.  

I saw some pirates leading five enormous 

hyenas towards me! I was frightened and 

terrified. What should I do? I ran and ran. 

Suddenly, I accidentally tripped over a huge, 

sharp rock! “Aargh!!” I cried. The hyenas heard 

my voice and ran quickly towards me! I ran to my 

race car and drove away. But the hyenas were 

still chasing after me, and the pirates were riding 

them! They pulled out their swords and guns. 

Their leader cried “FIRE!!” And a BOOM shook 

the Earth! I pulled out my sword and shield. I saw 

millions of bullets and knives flying towards me! 

Thong! A sharp knife flew past me. Phew! 

 



 

Finally, I saw that the hyenas were tired. 

They stopped running! “We will be back!!” cried 

the frustrated pirates and they disappeared into 

the sunlight. Hurray! I hoped that I wouldn’t see 

those pirates again! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


